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Abstract

Pathogenic deviations (PDs) in humans are disease-causingmissense mutations. However, in some cases, these disease-associated
residues occur as the wild-type residues in functionally equivalent proteins in other species and these cases are termed ‘Compensated
Pathogenic Deviations’ (CPDs). The lack of pathogenicity in a non-human protein is presumed to be explained in most cases by
the presence of compensatory mutations, most commonly within the same protein. Identifying structural features of CPDs, and
detecting specific compensatory events, will help us to understand traversal along fitness landscape valleys in proteinevolution.

We divided mutations listed in the OMIM database into PD and CPD datasets and performed two independent analyses: (i) we
searched for potential compensatory mutations spatially close to the CPDs and (ii) using our SAAPdb database, we examined likely
structural effects to try to explain why mutations are pathogenic, comparing PDs and CPDs. Our datasets were obtained from a set
of 245 human proteins of known structure and contained a total of 2328 mutations of which 453 (from 85 structures) were seen to
be compensated in at least one functionally equivalent protein in another (non-human) species.

Structural analysis results confirm previous findings that CPDs are, on average, ‘milder’ in their likely structural effects than
uncompensated PDs and tend to be on the protein surface. We also showed that the residues surrounding the CPD residue in the
folded protein are more often mutated than the residues surrounding an uncompensated mutation, supporting the hypothesis that
compensation is largely a result of structurally local mutations.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Compensated pathogenic deviations

Recent work on protein evolution and protein structure has
focused on the phenomenon of Compensated Pathogenic Devi-
ations (CPDs)1,2,3,4,5i.e. disease-associated mutations in a pro-
tein of one species (usually human), which occur as the wild-
type in a ‘functionally equivalent protein’ (FEP) of another
species – we define FEPs, and their potential differences from
orthologues, in our recent paper6. The pathogenic effect of a
CPD is assumed to be neutralized in the FEP by a compensatory
mutation, usually within the same protein sequence1.

From an evolutionary point of view, CPDs allow the crossing
of unfit valleys between two known fit sequences by introducing
protein sequence substitutions. Hence, the study of CPDs offers
a unique and invaluable tool to access information on protein
evolution and epistatic selection1.

1.2. Evolution of CPDs

Almost all possible genetic sequences are unfit, so for a
protein to evolve over time, only a discrete series of rare, fit
sequences may be used as steps in the evolutionary journey
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1. Data on fitness landscapes are limited to the genetic se-
quences that are available: normally only wild-type sequences
and disease-associated mutations, a representative subset of the
latter being available from Online Mendelian Inheritance in
Man (OMIM)7,8 and other, locus-specific mutation databases.
One of the ways to traverse between adjacent peaks in the fit-
ness landscape is through CPDs: individually pathogenic muta-
tions become fixed in the population through epistatic selection
with compensatory mutations. (Epistasis is the dependencyof
the effect of a mutation on the genetic background in which it
occurs9.) Hence, sequence data on disease-causing mutations,
and on CPDs, allow us to study valleys in the fitness landscape
separating peaks of fit genotypes.

Previous studies by Kondrashovet al.1 in the human genome
and Kulathinalet al.2 in the Drosophila genome have shown
that 10% of deviations from a human/Drosophila wild-type se-
quence to a different residue in an orthologous sequence are
of a residue type which causes disease in humans/Drosophila.
In other words, 10% of substitutions are CPDs. This ratio of
CPDs per total residue substitutions, is approximately stable
over a wide range of human and someDrosophila FEPs, and
is independent of phylogenetic distance and population size1,2.
Hence, the stability of this ratio suggests frequent and regular
evolution of compensatory mutations1.

Focusing on co-occurrence of CPDs and compensatory mu-
tations, DePristoet al.3 proposed two hypotheses of CPD evo-
lution based on models of biophysical properties. In the first
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scenario, a compensatory mutationC is phenotypically neu-
tral and stable, thus fixing itself quickly in the population. A
pathogenic mutationP is unstable, and can become fixed only
if it occurs after the compensatory mutationC, resulting in a
CPD (theP–C pair) which has higher fitness owing to epistasis.
In the second model, bothP andC are individually deleterious,
but together have a neutral effect, giving rise to a fitness valley.
It is known that small frequencies of low-fitness mutations exist
in large populations, so it is possible for theP–C genotype to
fix itself within the population, while neither of the deleterious
intermediates is fixed on its own. A less likely, but possible,
scenario is that bothC andP occur simultaneously. Addition-
ally, Cowperthwaiteet al.4 propose a mechanism of compensa-
tion occurring after the appearance of the deleterious mutation.
Their observations are based on RNA molecules’ evolutionin
silico, and they show that, provided the mutation rate is suffi-
ciently high, epistatic selection with compensatory mutations is
the most prevalent mechanism of otherwise deleterious muta-
tion fixation.

1.3. Structural features of CPDs

In a recent study, Ferrer-Costaet al.5 demonstrated that
both the structural environment and the nature of the substi-
tution play an important role for the development of compen-
satory mutations facilitating a CPD. Their results show statisti-
cally significant differences in the solvent accessibility of mu-
tated CPD residues as well as intrinsic properties of the muta-
tion (change in amino acid volume, hydrophobicity and BLO-
SUM62 scores10) when compared with ‘pathogenic deviations’
(PDs). They suggested (i) that mutations to residues makinga
large number of contacts are more difficult to compensate than
those making few contacts, and (ii) that CPDs are, on average,
more conservative substitutions than PDs. We have built on this
study to analyze a wide range of structural effects and their fre-
quency of occurrence among compensated and uncompensated
disease-associated mutations. We have also extended the anal-
ysis of the structural environment of disease-causing mutations
by calculating the mutation rates among residues in close prox-
imity to the pathogenic deviation.

Our data on the distribution of structural effects of CPDs
in comparison with PDs provides an insight into what kinds
of structural effects are easy, or more difficult, to neutralize
through compensatory mutations. This may, in turn, help to
shed light on the mechanisms of compensation, which are as
yet poorly understood1,2,3,5. We analyzed local structural con-
sequences of mutations on a large dataset of OMIM mutations,
using methods of structural analysis previously developedin
our group11,12,13,14,15.

Thus, this paper sets out both to examine the location of com-
pensatory mutations and the nature of pathogenic mutations
which can be compensated.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. The CPD dataset

2328 disease-causing mutations from OMIM7,8 occurring in
245 human proteins were successfully mapped both to a residue
in a UniProtKB/SwissProt16 sequence and to a structure in the
Protein Databank (PDB)17. Of these, 453 mutations were found
as a native residue in at least one non-human aligned function-
ally equivalent protein sequence and annotated as CPDs.

Table 1 shows the numbers of CPDs analyzed in our study
compared with those of Ferrer-Costaet al.5 and Kondrashovet
al.1 These groups use the same definition of a CPD, but use
different methods and datasets to identify CPDs. An important
difference in our analysis is the use of functionally equivalent
proteins (FEPs) rather than orthologues derived from Pfam18

(as used by Ferrer-Costa), or from BLAST (as used by Kon-
drashov). Orthologues can diverge in function and, where they
do, key functional residues will, by definition, be subject to mu-
tation6. While the broader sets of sequences used in other work
may lead to additional CPDs being identified, using our more
restricted sets of FEPs obtained from our FOSTA database6 en-
sures that this situation will not arise.

While Ferrer-Costa and colleagues identified a significantly
larger set of 811 human proteins containing mutations (com-
pared with our 245), many of these mapped only to sequence
(Table 1), whereas our dataset includes only mutations mapped
to structure. 35% of the larger (sequence-based) Ferrer-Costa
disease-associated protein dataset contained at least oneCPD
location, while 29% of the smaller (structure-based) set in
this study had compensated mutations (Table 1). In addition,
they extracted mutation data from UniProtKB/SwissProt anno-
tations, resulting in a different set of mutations from those we
identified from OMIM. They only used protein structures for
their relative accessibility analysis (24 proteins).

CPD detection by Kondrashov and colleagues was based on
a small number of proteins reported to have large numbers of
pathogenic deviations (at least 50 per protein). As a result,
the percentage of human proteins containing a CPD is signif-
icantly higher than in the other two methods. Like Ferrer-
Costa, most of their analysis was performed at the sequence
level, with more detailed structural analysis, looking forpo-
tential compensatory mutations, being performed for just three
proteins (β-hemoglobin, von Willebrand factor and transthery-
tin) where structures are available for the human protein and
for mammalian orthologues. Thus, to our knowledge, our re-
sults using 85 structures represent the largest structuralanalysis
of CPDs.

Table 2 summarizes the general trends observed in the data.
We also evaluated the diversity of the FEP families in which
PDs and CPDs were obtained as shown in Figure 1. This shows
first that CPDs are fairly evenly spread across families withdif-
ferent levels of diversity. Second, while compensatory events
are more common in more diverse familes (i.e. those which, on
average, contain more distantly related members), they occur
even in families which show very low diversity.
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Table 1: Analysis of CPDs detected in different studies.

Present study Ferrer-Costa5 Kondrashov1

Human proteins searched 245 811 32
Human mutations identified 2328 9334 4272
Total-observed CPDsa 3218 140 (30465) 608
Distinct CPDsb 453 52 (1658) N/Ac

Human proteins with one 85 24 (287) 3d (24)
or more corresponding CPDs

In the present study, only sequences which could be mapped tostructure were used. For other studies, where a distinctioncan be made, the main
number refers to the number of structures, while the number in parentheses refers to sequence analysis.aA given disease-causing mutation in a
human sequence may match the native residue in several different functionally equivalent proteins from other species. Thus the number of CPDs
observed is greater than the number of human mutations.bThe number of human disease-causing mutations having one ormore CPD-containing
functionally equivalent proteins.cData not available in the Kondrashov paper.dWhile structures may have been available for more human proteins,
the authors only analyzed those proteins where structures were also available for multiple mammalian orthologues.

Table 2: Summary data for PDs and CPDs

Characteristic
Accessibilitya PDs: x̄ = 26.9, σ = 27.2 CPDs: ¯x = 43.4, σ = 28.0
Redundancyb x̄ = 6.79%, σ = 4.92, min= 0.00, max=99.32

aRelative solvent accessibility was calculated using a local imple-
mentation of the Lee and Richards algorithm19. bRedundancy was
calculated as the mean and standard deviation of the pairwise iden-
tity of the 85 human sequences used in this analysis; minimumand
maximum identity are also provided – the most different pair being
PTEN HUMAN and RTN4RHUMAN and the most similar pair be-
ing HBG1 HUMAN and HBG2HUMAN.

2.5 7.5 12 18 22 28 32 38 42 48 52 58 62 68 72 78 82 88 92 98

Distribution of mean sequence identities for FEP families
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Figure 1: Diversity of FEP families containing PDs (264) andCPDs (85). Note
that some families may occur in both datasets. The histogramis normalized
such that the total height of the bars is the same between the two sets. Diversity
was calculated as the mean pairwise sequence identity within the family.

2.2. Potential local compensatory mutations

This analysis calculated and compared the frequencies of
mutations occurring in the residues surrounding a CPD or a PD
in the structure. In common with Kondrashovet al.1, we hy-
pothesized that compensatory mutations, neutralizing a CPD’s
pathogenicity, are likely to be physically close to a CPD and
involved in short-range interactions. Figure 2a shows the distri-
bution of sequence variability in residues surrounding a CPD,
compared with PDs.C/T ratios (whereC was the number of
local (potentially compensatory) mutations andT was the to-
tal number of ‘in range’ columns (in the alignment) checked
for that sequence — i.e. the fraction of in-range residues that
are mutated, see Materials and Methods) of PDs were taken in
order to control for sequence variability. Owing to the great
number of points on the graph, and in order to see if there is
any major difference between the two datasets, we averaged
theC/T ratio for every dataset and sequence identity, as shown
in Figure 2b. Restrained linear regression was performed on
the full datasets to obtain lines of best fit (the restraint being
the biologically obvious condition that both lines have to pass
through 0 mutations when the sequence identity is 100%). The
line equations show a significant increase in slope for the CPD
dataset (Z-statistic=7.860, withp < 0.05). This increase in the
average number of diverged residues in the structural neigh-
bourhood of CPDs strongly supports the hypothesis that com-
pensation is commonly a local effect, as previously suggested
by Kondrashovet al.1

For the CPDs in Figure 2b, the best-fit line has a slope of
−1.007 indicating that CPDs reflect a set of random mutational
events occurring during evolution of the environment in which
the CPD occurs. In contrast, PDs occur at sites where conser-
vation is higher (for structural or functional reasons) andthus
compensation by random mutational drift in the surroundings
is less likely to occur.

In addition we separated the data into buried (< 10% relative
accessibility) and exposed mutated residues (PD or CPD) and
repeated the analysis shown in Figure 2 on the two sets sepa-
rately. The lines of best fit were almost indistinguishable from
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Figure 2: Dependency of the local mutation ratio on sequenceidentity. a) The
C/T ratio for residues within an 8Å sphere of each mutation is plotted against
sequence identity for both CPDs and PDs. See Materials & Methods. b) The
line of best fit, obtained by linear regression with a (100, 0)constraint for both
complete datasets (i.e. the data shown in a): 3138 datapoints for CPDs and
74429 datapoints for PDs) is shown together with the averageC/T ratio for
each 1% sequence identity bin to illustrate the trends in thedata.
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Figure 3: Relative frequencies (Fcat , see Materials and Methods) of predicted
structural effects for CPDs and PDs. (See Table 3 for the meanings of the
effect categories.) Values are indicated at the top of each bar.Significantly
different bars (Fisher’s exact test, see Table 3) after application of the Bonfer-
roni correction for multiple testing are indicated (*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01).
The ‘strucexplained’ bar is a summary representing explanation by anyof the
other structural tests shown in the figure. In this case no correction was applied
giving p = 6.71× 10−14

the equivalent lines in the full datasets (data not shown), the
only notable difference being that CPDs in the core showed a
slightly greater slope of−1.025 suggesting that, when they oc-
cur, they are accompanied by a somewhat higher local mutation
rate. CPDs on the surface showed a slope of−1.001 suggesting
that compensation is indeed the result of random mutations.

2.3. Mutation structural analysis

Fractions of PDs and CPDs for which structural effects have
been identified in SAAPdb are shown in Figure 3, divided into
categories of likely structural effects. Analysis of relative fre-
quencies in thirteen categories covered four classes of disrupt-
ing effects: protein interface, binding properties, protein fold-
ing and stability. These categories are summarized in Table3
and have been explained in detail by Hurstet al.15 Differences
between the two datasets give an insight into which types of
structural disruptions are more likely to be compensated, show-
ing that the compensation of pathogenic mutations is highlyde-
pendent on the nature of the mutation’s effect on the structure.
We will now briefly discuss the results for each of the four gen-
eral classes defined above. The examples shown were selected
at random as examples where a simple 1-amino-acid compen-
satory event appears to be important. In other cases, a number
of compensatory events may have an additive effect.

2.3.1. Interface disrupting effects
We define interface residues as surface residues in the

monomer which undergo a change in relative accessibility of
≥10% on complex formation. Solvent accessibility is calcu-
lated using a local implementation of the Lee and Richards al-
gorithm19. We find that 26.5% of CPDs and 26.1% of PDs
occur in interface residues found in PQS files20. This is the
only structural category for which the frequency of CPDs is the
same, or greater than, the frequency of PDs. This confirms re-
cent observations that CPDs are often found in residues having
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Table 3: Structural effect categories.
Structural
category Effect of mutation p-value mc-value
PQSa Affecting residues in the interface with a different protein chain or ligand identified from a PQS file (and therefore more likely to

reflect biologically relevant interactions) by a change in solvent accessibility.
> 1 0.81

bindingb Affecting residues involved in specific binding interactions (a hydrogen bond, salt bridge, or packing interaction) with adifferent
protein chain or ligand.

1.5× 10−3 0.00

MMDBb Affecting residues in contact with a ligand, according to the MMDB database. > 1 0.31
sprotFTb Residues annotated in SwissProt Feature records as having afunctional significance. 9.04× 10−5 0.00
prolinec Mutations to proline where the backbone angles are restrictive. 2.20× 10−5 0.00
glycinec Mutations from glycine where the backbone angles are restrictive. 9.87× 10−1 0.07
clashc Causing a clash between atomic radii of the neighbouring residues. 7.95× 10−12 0.00
cisprolinec Mutations from a cis-proline. > 1 0.36
hbondingd Causing the disruption of hydrogen bonds between residues. 2.79× 10−2 0.001
voidd Causing an internal void≥275Å3 to open in the protein owing to the substitution with a smaller residue. 7.22× 10−1 0.048
corephilicd Introducing a hydrophilic residue in the protein core. 1.85× 10−2 0.083
surfacephobicd Introducing a hydrophobic residue on the protein surface. > 1 0.088
buriedcharged Introducing an unsatisfied charge in the protein core owing to the substitution with, or of, a charged residue. 6.47× 10−9 0.00
SSgeometryd Causing the disruption of a disulphide bridge. 1.83× 10−2 0.0006

The structural explanation categories are described in detail by Hurstet al. 15 aInterface explanations;bFunctional explanations;cFolding (fold-
preventing) explanations;dInstability (destabilizing) explanations.p-values are obtained from a Fisher’s exact test (d. f . = 1) and then multiplied
by 14 to apply a Bonferroni Correction to the p-values to allow them to be compared with conventionalα values of 0.05 and 0.01. Themc-value
shows the result of a Monte Carlo simulation and is the fraction of random divisions of the data which obtain the observedp-value or better (see
text).

Figure 4: Potential compensation of a mutation affecting an interface residue.
a) The position of Arg249Ser is shown on the human GTP cyclohydrolase pen-
tamer structure, PDB:1fb1. This CPD occurs at aninterface in the pentamer
and causes dopa-responsive dystonia.b) Detail of Arg249 and its interaction
with Ser250 from a neighbouring monomer. Multiple non-bondinteractions be-
tween Arg249 and Ser250 contribute to pentamer stability.c) The Arg249Ser
mutation causes the loss of function in GCH1HUMAN by losing multiple
non-bonded interactions (modelled structure shown) and hence destabilizing
its structure.d) TheRickettsia bellii FEP has compensated for the Ser249 lost
contacts by introducing Lys250 (modelled structure).

fewer intra-protein interactions5 (and hence have fewer struc-
tural constraints) and may indicate that it is relatively easy to
compensate for the deleterious effects of interface residues. An
example of a compensated mutation in the protein interface is
shown in Figure 4.

2.3.2. Mutations affecting binding
A significantly greater fraction of PDs than CPDs was as-

signed as making specific binding interactions (hydrogen bonds
defined according to the rules of Baker and Hubbard21, or non-
bonded contacts) to a ligand or another protein chain (Fig-
ure 3, category ‘binding’). Using data from the MMDBBIND
database22 to identify binding residues rather than the PDB
data, also showed a greater fraction of PDs than CPDs, but the
difference was not statistically significant.

It is not surprising that, owing to the specific properties re-
quired for H-bonds or interactions at interfaces, our results
showed compensating for a mutation at a specific binding
residue is usually difficult. An example of a compensated mu-
tation at a binding residue is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Potential compensation of a mutation affecting a binding residue.a)
Asn34Ser position is shown on the human UDP-glucose 4-epimerase structure,
PDB:1ek6. This CPD occurs in abinding site and in aPQS interface and causes
epimerase-deficiency galactosemia.b) Detail of Asn34 and its interaction with
NAD+. c) The Asn34Ser mutation causes the loss of hydrogen bond with the
exogenous NAD+, needed for the normal function of the human protein (mod-
elled structure).d) TheStreptococcus thermophilus andStreptococcus mutans
FEPs have compensated for the Ser34 by introducing Asn107, which in turn
stabilizes protein-ligand interaction, shown on the modelled structure.

2.3.3. Folding disruption effects

This class of structural effects describes cases where the mu-
tation is likely to prevent correct folding of the protein and is
represented by (i) mutations from cis-proline, to proline and
from glycine (where backbone torsion angles are unfavourable
for the replacement residue), and (ii) introduction of a bulkier,
clash-causing residue. In our analysis, mutations from cis-
proline are very rare and are not considered further.

Mutations from another amino acid to proline are expected
to be damaging to protein structure when the native residue
has a backbone conformation disallowed by proline’s cyclic
sidechain. Our results show that such mutations occur signif-
icantly less frequently in the CPD set than the PD set indicat-
ing that compensation is difficult. An unusual example of neu-
tralization of a mutation to proline is seen in antithrombin-III
(ANT3, See Materials and Methods, Figure 10). In this exam-
ple, compensation appears to be achieved by removing another
nearby proline with both the compensated and compensatory
mutations located in the same loop (PDB:2b5t chain I, struc-
ture not shown). In contrast, mutations from glycine (where
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Figure 6: Potential compensation of a mutation affecting a folding residue.a)
The position of Gly122Arg is shown on the human triosephosphate isomerase
dimer structure, PDB:1wyi. This CPD causes aclash and aburied charge,
and increases thermo-sensitivity of the human protein.b) Detailed position of
Gly122 and Trp90.c) The Gly122Arg mutation causes atom clash, indicated
by the arrow, between larger sidechain of Arg122 and native Trp90 (modelled
structure). d) Substituting Trp90 with a smaller Lys compensates for the in-
troduction of the Arg122 in several bacterial FEPs (Aquifex aeolicus, Coxiella
burnetii, Mycoplasma gallisepticum, Treponema pallidum, Xylella fastidiosa,
Chromohalobacter salexigens), shown on the modelled structure.

the glycine has a backbone conformation not accessible to other
amino acids) showed no significant difference between PDs and
CPDs.

Substitution to a clash-causing residue was extremely rare
among CPDs compared with PDs. This is not surprising as
compensating for a clashing residue would probably need sev-
eral, chronologically earlier, cascading compensatory muta-
tion events to create a void large enough to accommodate the
clashing residue; such a void would itself be destabilizing. A
rare example of a clash compensation is observed in human
triosephosphate isomerase FEPs, as shown in Figure 6.

2.3.4. Mutations affecting protein stability
Mutations affecting protein stability introduce no physical

barriers toprevent correct folding, but reduce the stability of
the correctly folded form below that of unfolded or mis-folded
states15. Disruption of hydrogen bonding, creation of voids,
misplaced charges, hydrophilics, or hydrophobics, and disrup-
tion of disulphides all fall into this category. Such mutations
may be temperature-sensitive (such as the Val143Ala mutation
in p5323) and are the main category of interest in ‘rescuing’ pro-
tein function24,25,26. We observed very few cases of disruption
of disulphides and this was not considered further.

Mutations that affect hydrogen-bonding were identified in
SAAPdb according to the method of Cuff et al.14 Consider-
ing the fact that hydrogen bonds have a strong effect on protein
stability14 and that precise geometries are involved, it is not sur-
prising that mutations affecting hydrogen-bonding were found
very commonly in both datasets. The high frequencies in both
datasets, 8.17% of CPDs and 13.44% of PDs, indicated a com-
mon occurrence of both mutation types in hydrogen bonding
residues, although there are significantly fewer hydrogen-bond
disrupting CPDs than PDs. This suggests that it is difficult to
make compensatory mutations which counteract the disruption
of the intricate hydrogen-bonding network in the protein core.

The creation of voids of volume> 275Å3 did not show a sig-
nificant difference between the CPD and PD datasets. Our void
calculation method13 calculates the volume of voids assuming
that no movements occur in the protein structure. In realityit
is likely that several small movements of sidechains and back-
bone will occur to fill the void (at least partially). Only if these
movements are too great will the stability and function of the

Figure 7: Potential compensation of a stability-reducing mutation. a) The
Phe173Leu is shown on the human glucose 6 phosphate dehydrogenase struc-
ture, PDB:2bh9. This CPD creates avoid and causes neonatal jaundice.b)
Detail of Phe173 and its relative position to Val169.c) Substitution of aromatic
Phe173 with a smaller leucine creates an enlarged ‘void2’ inthe protein core,
indicated by the arrow (modelled structure).d) Several bacterial FEPs have
compensated for the void creation by substituting Val169 with a larger residue:
Leu, Ile or Met. The compensatory effect of Val169Ile inBuchnera aphidicola
subsp. Schizaphis graminum andsubsp. Baizongia pistacia FEPs, shown here
on a modelled structure. Introducing a larger isoleucine reduces the ‘void1’
size, increases the distance between the two voids, and in turn stabilizes the
structure (indicated by an arrow). Inb)–d), only the two residues of interest
are shown. The small spheres fill buried voids surrounding the residues and
bounded by the rest of the protein structure.

protein be disrupted. It appears that in the CPDs, voids can
be compensated for by replacing one or more local sidechains
with a larger residue. A number of small changes can compen-
sate as effectively as a single larger change and these may be
accommodated more easily if, in evolution, they occur before
the CPD. Figure 7 shows an example of a compensated void
mutation in glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase.

Introducing a hydrophilic residue or an unsatisfied charge
in the protein core15 were significantly less likely to be com-
pensated for, again, showing the great complexity of interac-
tions among tightly packed buried residues. Compensating for
a buried hydrophilic or charge would require introduction of
a compensatory hydrophilic or charged residue (which, by it-
self, would be destabilizing) in a precise orientation in the core.
The observation that such events are rare argues for the first
DePristo hypothesis described above, in which phenotypically
neutral compensatory mutations are introduced before the com-
pensated mutation. Introducing a hydrophobic residue on the
surface seems to be easier to compensate for, although a de-
tailed analysis of multi-chain proteins and complexes withlig-
ands would be required in order to explain these mechanisms
fully.

In summary, frequencies of structural effects in both datasets
presented here were quite similar to PD frequencies presented
by Hurst et al.15 The differences in frequencies between our
overall counts per category and PD counts in that earlier work
are a result of that PD dataset including other mutation sources
in addition to OMIM. However, some categories typical for pro-
tein core residues (such as introducing a hydrophilic residue,
buried charge, clash and SS-geometry) show a striking differ-
ence between PDs and CPDs, indicating these effects are less
likely to be compensated for.

2.4. Validity of the results

Assignment of mutations as PDs or CPDs is based on a ‘neg-
ative’ observation (i.e. that this mutation, known to causedis-
ease in humans, hasnot been observed as the native residue
in a FEP from another species). Consequently, the number of
CPDs may be an under-estimate simply because FEPs have not
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yet been observed demonstrating that compensation can take
place.

In order to test that the significance of the results observered
above was not a result of random partitioning of the data, a
10,000-iteration Monte Carlo simulation was run as described
in the Materials and Methods. The results, shown in Table 3, in-
dicate that where the observed (Bonferroni-corrected)p-value
was< 0.01, the probability of seeing thisp-value by chance was
zero (i.e.mc-value= 0.00 whenp < 0.01). Wherep < 0.05,
there was a>91.7% chance that the results were not obtained
by chance (i.e.mc-value≤ 0.083 whenp < 0.05).

We can thus be confident that the results were not obtained
by random chance divisions of the dataset.

3. Conclusions

The results presented here have three main novel aspects:
(i) the orthologous proteins have been chosen on the basis of
functional equivalence rather than sequence identity thresholds,
(ii) CPDs have been surveyed in a structural context on a much
larger scale than previous work and (iii) the range of surveyed
effects of CPDs on protein structure is greater than in previous
work. We used our SAAPdb database15 to analyze the specific
structural effects of CPDs in a range of structural categories,
comparing them with PDs. The reliability of our analyses was
increased by using data on functionally equivalent proteins for
the multiple sequence alignments, because even relativelysimi-
lar sequences can diverge in function6. We believe that the large
size of the dataset and its wide spread across different protein
families was sufficient for a broad structural analysis of human
disease-associated single amino acid mutations and cases where
these have been compensated in other species.

Our analysis of sequence divergence showed that residues
local to a CPD tend to have random variability reflecting what
would be expected from the overall sequence similarity (Fig-
ure 2b). In contrast, the local sequence divergence around PDs
is significantly lower reflecting a requirement for conservation
in these regions. Thus it appears that the surroundings of PDs
are less able to undergo compensatory mutational events than
one would expect by chance. For example, CPDs tend to be
closer to the surface than PDs (as shown previously and con-
firmed in this work, see Table 2). The higher conservation
around PDs may therefore be reflecting the conservation re-
quired within the core in order to maintain the structure of the
protein. CPDs are more common near the surface simply be-
cause these regions can be less conserved. These observations
also confirm that compensation tends to be a local effect in the
majority of compensated mutations and suggests that compen-
sation results from random mutational drift.

Structural analysis by the SAAPdb pipeline, which indicates
the likely local structural effects of a mutation, showed impor-
tant features of the CPD dataset. First, CPDs in humans were
less often assigned any likely local structural effect, suggest-
ing that they cause less significant disruption of local structure.
This confirmed results by Ferrer-Costaet al.5, suggesting that
CPDs cause ‘milder’ changes than PDs in physico-chemical
properties.

Second, CPDs often occur in interfaces. According to the
first evolutionary model proposed by DePristoet al.3, introduc-
tion of phenotypically neutral mutations (which are then able
to compensate for a CPD) is a necessary first step before a
CPD mutation can occur. Previously we have shown a high
occurrence of neutral mutations in interface residues15 and this
may thus create an amenable environment for CPD occurrence.
Thus it was not surprising to find the PQS-interface category
being the only structural category having a slightly higherfre-
quency of assigned CPDs than PDs (Figure 3). In contrast,
disease-associated mutations were less likely to be compen-
sated for when the residue had more complex intra-protein in-
teractions (i.e. in the protein core), which would often require
multiple compensatory events. Our results show that, basedon
structural categories as defined by SAAPdb, CPDs are more
likely to be found among surface residues, with the exception of
specific binding residues which make key hydrogen-bonding or
van der Waals interactions across an interface. It is also possible
that other factors may result in compensation such as changes
in expression levels or accumulated biochemical differences.

In conclusion, we have performed a detailed structural com-
parison of the occurrence of compensated pathogenic devia-
tions. Our structure-based results have confirmed an earlier
proposal by Ferrer-Costaet al.5 (based on sequence analysis)
that the effects of CPDs are less drastic than uncompensated
pathogenic deviations. Our larger dataset has also confirmed
their result that CPDs are more likely to occur on the protein
surface. Through a large-scale structural analysis, we have also
confirmed the hypothesis that compensation tends to be a local
effect, since local sequence variation around a CPD is greater
than around sites of PDs in functionally equivalent proteins of
the same sequence identity. Thus we have begun to differen-
tiate compensated and uncompensated mutations on the basis
of their effects on protein structure. This gives us insights into
evolutionary mechanisms and may shed light on pathogenicity
in humans.

4. Materials & Methods

An extensive set of 2328 missense human disease-causing
mutations, extracted from OMIM7,8, was mapped to the se-
quence data (Martin, manuscript in preparation,http://www.

bioinf.org.uk/omim/). In brief, the method (which is de-
scribed in more detail on the web site) uses cross references
from UniProtKB/SwissProt to OMIM; a partial sequence is
then constructed from the ‘native’ residues in OMIM and
matched to the complete sequence in order to identify any offset
that needs to be applied to the OMIM numbering to map mu-
tations to UniProtKB/SwissProt. Subsequently mutations are
mapped to structural data using PDBSWS27. The mutations
were divided into two datasets, each mutation being either a
‘PD’ or a ‘CPD’, as shown in Figure 8. Two distinct analyses
were performed on the datasets: (i) an analysis of the frequency
of mutated residues within 8Å of the disease-associated muta-
tion, by mapping aligned sequence data to structural data inthe
Protein DataBank (PDB)17 as shown in Figure 9, and (ii) an
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Figure 9: The number of mutated residues within 8Å of a CPD/PD mutation was counted.

Figure 8: Creating CPD and PD datasets from the mutation data, the structural
and sequence data and data about functionally equivalent proteins (FEPs).

analysis of local structural effects, using 14 structural explana-
tions implemented in SAAPdb15.

4.1. CPD dataset creation

We obtained a set of distinct CPDs from the OMIM missense
mutations mapped to a residue in a UniProtKB/SwissProt16 se-
quence and at least one PDB structure in SAAPdb, as shown
in Figure 8. Although 2907 OMIM missense mutations were
identified (April 2008 version of OMIM), 579 mutations could
not be mapped to a residue in the PDB leaving 2328 mutations
to be sorted in the two datasets. For every human sequence
containing an OMIM mutation, a list of functionally equiva-
lent proteins (FEPs) and their UniProtKB/SwissProt sequences
were extracted from the FOSTA database6. FOSTA initially
identifies a set of homologues from UniProtKB/SwissProt us-
ing BLAST. It then uses a series of text analyses of the Uni-
ProtKB/SwissProt annotations, initially looking for a match in
the protein name element of the UniProtKB/SwissProt iden-
tifier, followed by the EC number and finally by match-
ing synonyms at multiple levels of specificity from the Uni-
ProtKB/SwissProt description field. The sequences of the FEPs
were then aligned with the human sequence using ClustalW
28. Columns from the multiple sequence alignment containing
disease-associated mutations in the human protein were then
identified. If any of the non-human residues aligned to the
human pathogenic mutation matched the amino acid causing
the disease in humans, that mutation was sorted into the CPD
dataset. An example of a CPD defined in this way is shown at
residue 323 in Figure 10. Ser323Pro in humans causes disease,
yet proline is the wild-type residue in sheep. Where the disease-
causing mutation was not observed as the native residue in any
other species, the mutation was placed in the PD dataset.

4.2. Detection of potential local compensatory mutations

Potential compensatory mutations were identified as follows,
using the sequence alignment shown in Figure 11 as an exam-
ple. After identifying the Ala419Val mutation in human se-
quence P01008 as a CPD because P41361 and P32262 (from
cow and sheep respectively) contain a native valine at position
419, the best quality PDB structure (PDB:2b5t) mapped to the
human P01008 was checked for all residues having at least one
atom within 8Å of the Ala419 (the native CPD residue). These
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Figure 10: A CPD example in the human antithrombin-III (ANT3) protein aligned to its non-human FEPs. A Ser323Pro mutation in the human protein causes
antithrombin-III deficiency, while Pro occurs in the wild-type sheep protein at the same position. These residues are highlighted in column 323, while a potential
compensatory mutation is highlighted at column 320.

‘in range’ residues were then mapped back onto the alignment
and these positions were checked for sequence divergence from
the human sequence in the P41361 and P32262 sequences (the
two sequences which showed a native Val419). We made the
approximation that, having identified residues within 8Å ofthe
mutation in the human structure, the equivalent residues innon-
human sequences would also be within 8Å of the CPD residue
in their respective structures. Thus all ‘in range’ differences in
both of the FEP sequences compared with the human sequence
were considered to be potential local compensatory mutations.
A C/T ratio was calculated for each of the CPD-containing FEP
sequences (P41361 and P32262), whereC was the number of
local (potential compensatory) mutations andT was the total
number of ‘in range’ columns checked for that sequence. In
other words, this ratio is the fraction of spatially neighbouring
residues which are mutated.C/T was recorded together with
the overall pairwise sequence identity.

Figure 11 also contains a pathogenic deviation (PD). At col-
umn 416, a mutation to proline causes disease and no proline
is identified at this location in the FEPs from other species.
For PDs, theC/T ratios were calculated for every non-human
sequence aligned to the PD-containing human sequence and
recorded with the pairwise sequence identity.

This was repeated for every alignment of sequences, examin-
ing both CPDs and PDs. EveryC/T ratio was recorded together
with the pairwise sequence identity of the FEP compared with
the human sequence.

4.3. Structural analysis

After being divided into the CPD and PD datasets, every mu-
tation was mapped to a residue in a PDB structure. The PDB-
SWS database27, provides a mapping between PDB chains and
UniProtKB/SwissProt or trEMBL entries derived from cross-
links provided in the source data and enriched by ‘brute-force’
scanning of unmatched PDB chain sequences against Uni-
ProtKB/SwissProt and trEMBL using FASTA29. PDBSWS
also provides alignments and residue-level equivalences.A
given sequence may map to multiple PDB crystal structures, so
a single entry was chosen on the basis first of sequence identity
with the UniProtKB/SwissProt sequence, second of resolution
and third of R-factor. The disease-associated mutation wasla-
beled by the SAAPdb pipeline as ‘explained’ or ‘unexplained’

for every likely structural effect (Table 3)15. Note that one mu-
tation can be assigned multiple likely structural effects.

The fraction of CPDs (or PDs) whose likely structural ef-
fect was explained by a given category,Fcat, was calculated as:
Fcat = Ncat/Tcat, whereNcat is the number of CPDs (or PDs)
predicted to cause that structural effect, andTcat is the total
number of mutations in the CPD (or PD) dataset. The differ-
ence between calculated fractions of the two datasets was tested
by a two-tailed Fisher’s exact test for statistical significance in
each structural category (Table 3).

4.4. Potential compensatory mutation examples

The four compensation examples presented in the Results
and Discussion section were created using RasMol30. Sim-
ple modelled structures were obtained using mutmodel11 which
replaces sidechains using a minimum perturbation protocol31

where the sidechain’s torsion angles are rotated to find the op-
timum orientation.

4.5. Monte Carlo simulations

Because of the division of data into PDs and CPDs via a neg-
ative observation (i.e. a mutation is defined as a PD because no
compensatory event is observed), we tested whether the same
significance values could be obtained by chance by a Monte
Carlo simulation. Our dataset contained 447 CPDs and 1753
PDs; these data were merged and 447 mutations were chosen
at random to create set A, the remaining 1753 being set B. For
each of the structural explanation categories, ap-value was cal-
culated (as before using a Fisher’s exact test) based on thisran-
dom division of the data. The random division and calculation
of p-values was repeated 10000 times and for each structural
explanation, the fraction of ‘randomp-values’ that were lower
than the observedp-value was recorded (Table 3).
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Figure 11: A CPD example in the human antithrombin-III (ANT3) protein aligned to its non-human FEPs. The Ala419Val CPD mutation is assigned twoC/T
ratios, one for each CPD-containing sequence (ANT3BOVIN and ANT3 SHEEP), while for the Ala416Pro PD mutation, fourC/T ratios were calculated, one for
every FEP sequence.
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